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CHAPTER I 
PURPOSE AND DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
The production of pasture as a basic crop is growing in importance 
in southeast Oklahomao Thirty-,.seven . per cent of the state agricultural 
income in Oklahoma is derived from beef production alone which is larger 
than total income derived from any two other livestock enterprises in the 
stateo There are approximately limillion head of beef cattle in Okla-
homa in addition to the constant growth in number of the dairy industry 
that must share the 20 million acres of rough lands unsuited to profitable 
Gultivationo Other livestock which utilize pastu~e are included in this 
problem, too 9 such as sheep 9 hogs, qua.rter horses)> and the latest ad-
dition of the "pony11 farrno 
All these enterprises are dependent to a large degree upon the 
forages produced in the form of pasture for grazing or hay for winter 
during pasture defi~ient periods, 
In view of the changing agriculture as it develops from a raw 
cropj general farming, family size farm to the more specialized livestock 
larger unit farms, there is a need to change the instruction of our youth 
to fit this plan, When the far.mer is asked the question 9 n~ow is your 
pasture, John?" there may be an assortment of answerso Some answers 
2 
will be enthusiastiq .and some will.have a note of disappointmento Never-
theless, the job of the vo.cationaLagricu.lture_ teacher is to find out 
ways and means to improve on the .farming of his connnunity whatever the 
type of farming is at the time. Sometimes.teachers are reluctant to go 
along with the changeo The Soil Bank,. the Conservation Reserve, and other 
crop control measures enter into the cropping pictureo Many farmers are 
joining the ranks of the city dweller as a member of the labor force 
because the farm "didn v t pay. fl Sizes ble acreages of land in the U.S. 
are non-productive~ elassified as idle, layout, fields that are goin,g 
back to brush and weeds. To the author1 this is a time to think and acto 
It is with that idea the author wishes to present this problem on pasture 
improvement. 
Statement of the Problem 
Southeast Oklahoma is reeeiving more attention a.s a livestock area, 
and less land is being farmed in row crops than ever before. There are 
large areas of lay-out land covered with poor type grasses and timber. 
Generally speaking, the fences are in poor repair so there is less de-
sire to use this land by the adjoining farmer. Th~ annual rainfall of 45n 
to 60" is usually sufficient to produce desirable growtho 
Are the departments of vocational agriculture in the area putting 
enough emphasis on pasture development programs to take advantage of the 
needs? What factors are involved in the pasture development of the area 
that may affect a successful completion of pasture improvemento What 
results are being secured from the instruction of all-day students and 
adults in the way of substantial pasture improvement? 
A complete solution to the pasture improvement problem is not ex-
pec:ted as a result of this study, but the author believes that much can 
be gained by interpreting the findings and making them available to 
teachers of vocational agrfoultureo It is the authorus belief that many 
teachers of vocational agriculture.are not aware of the kind of teaching 
being done on pastures even in their own classroomo It is hoped that this 
I 
study will stimulate some thinking on the part of the teacher and en-
courage him to take a new look at the needs of his c:ommunityJ and revise 
his program to meet the challengeo 11How is your pasture,, .John?•1 situations~ 
need more answers such as 9 "Best I ever sawo u 
Definitions of Terms 
Teacher - as referred to in this study9 means vocational agriculture 
instructoro 
Student - means vocational agriculture student enrolled in all-day 
Purposes of the Study 
The primary purpose of this study is to determine what the situation 
is and what the needs arey for doing an effective job of tes.ching pasture 
improvement in vocational agriculture departments in southeast Oklahomao 
In order to accomplish this purposeJ there are five-minor purposes usedi 
lo To determine the extent to which the educational needs for 
pasture improvement are being recognized in the local schools for 
all-day students and adult farmers. 
4 
2 .. To determine the effectiveness of .the program of pasture 
improvement now being ta.ught_in schools of the areao 
3o To identify approved practices which are needed for pasture 
improvement and suggest methods for teaching these practices" 
4o To determine a.nd .suggest appropriate and satisfactory refer-
ence ma teria lo 
5o To suggest time allocations necessary for effectively teaching 
pasture improvement in the areao 
Limitations of the Study 
This study was limited to twenty-six schools in southeastern Oklahoma. 
The schools were located in the following countiesg Bryanl' Cboetaw 1 John-
son, Coal 9 Pushmataha,· IeFlore 9 I.atimerj Pittsburg 1 McCurtainj and Atoka." 
Four of the schools are two-teacher departments while the rest a.re one-
teacher departments. Only senior students were used in the study. No 
school was used unless the questionna.ires of both the teacher and students 
were returnedo 
Method of Procedure 
To secure the information needed for this studyl' a test including a 
questionnaire was formulated for the students with the assistance of the 
faculty of the Agricultural Education Department of the Oklahoma State 
University and the Southeast District Supervisor of Vocational Agrioultureo ,, 
Likewise, another questionnaire was designed to secure certain information 
from the teacher relative to his department and farmers of the area. A 
copy of tqese questionnaires are included in the appendix" 
5 
The questionnaires for each school selected were distributed at 
professional improvement meetings held in May. The author personally 
discussed the purposes of the study and asked teachers to volunteer the 
use of their schools for the study. Due to the lateness of the term,·· 
when the questionnaires were distributed, only' 15 schools returned the 
completed questionnaires. It was necessary to secure additional schools 
in May of 1958. The author made use of the telephone in securing 12 more 
schools. One school was discarded for lack of a completed teacher question-
na.ireo 
In obtaining data and :making interpretations~ the followi~g steps 
were followed: 
1. Several studies were reviewed to discover information useful 
for developing the study. 
2. A questionnaire was devised for both the student and teacher ., 
to use. 
J. Interviews were held with the Distri@t Supervisor of the area 
used in the studyj and personnel of the Agronomy Department of the 
Oklahoma State University. Conferences with members of the faculty 
of the Department of Agricultural Education were also used extensivelyo 
4. The questionnai~es were distributed at professional improvement 
meetings with the approval of the District Supervisor. 
5. Questionnaires ware submitted to the students by the teacher of 
vocational agriculture of each school. 
6. The completed questionnaires were returned to the investigator 
by mail in self-addressed posta.ge-paid envelopes furnished each 
school. 
7. Data were classified, tabulated~ and an analysis made of the 
findingso 
80 A summary of the results found in the study was madeo 
9. Conclusions were drawn and recommendations made. 
6 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The review of literature is. presented in three parts - Part one, 
philosophies regarding the need for anddevelopment of programs of 
pasture improvement; part twoj appropriate methods of teaching pasture 
improvement; and part three, related studieso 
The Philisophy of Pasture Improvement 
The growing of food crops has always been of importance to mano 
However, with the long range view of things to come, man must become 
aware of a theorotic shortage some dayo Staten says: 11We are running 
out of grasso This is not an idle guesso 0 1 There is comfort with the 
feeling when a person.has a good product to sell or showo Staten also 
comments on the saying of a financier as: 
SbOW" me your acres of wheat, cotton, or @Qrn 9 or your cowsj 
and I will tell you how much money you can borrow from my 
bank next yearo2 
With referenoe' to southeastern Oklahoma 1 could it not be said that 
ishow me your livestock and I'll know what your pastures areo 9 Combs, in 
1Hi Wo. Staten, Grasses and Grassland Farming (New York, 1952), Po 12., 
2Ibid, Po 370 
7 
8 
in his discussion on values of pastures, saysz 1'1Improved pastures and 
improvedlivesto.ck go hand in hando Both are necessary to profitable 
production of beef, wool, and animal productot13 
On fitting the pasture into a farming program, Thompson saysg 
To use farm labor best:1 it will pay to have pastures and live-
stock along with the crops. There are too many months when 
crops do not use the farmer 0s time 9 and pastures and livestock 
can use time in between crops. 
The twd main reasons pastures will fit into any farming program 
arei L To use the land and save it9 too 9 and 2. to make 
money.4 
The :making of money seems to be one of the most impelling reasons 
for man°s reaction why he wants to do a thing for hirn:self. To fulfili 
this need of' more money 9 many farmers are not prepared to make the pasture 
pay; so education must be employed for his help. 
Methods of Teaching 
The methods of teaching pasture management are of importance to the 
teacher of vocational agricultureo Stewartj/ in his discussion of methods 
of teaching, emphasizedi 
Methods of good teaching depend upon meeting pupil needs or the 
usefulness of the knowledge in the learner 0s life activities, 
the interest of the learner in his lesson, the thinking and 
understanding that result from the discussion of the lesson; the 
repetitionj if it is:necessary9 that is provided to fix the use-
ful knowledge in mindo That is our umillion dollar idea 1 o5 
3Joseph Fo Combs, Growing Pastures in the South, (Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina, 1951) j) Po 4. 
4wo R. Thompson 1 The Pasture Book, (Philadelphia, 1950), p. 14. 
5w. Fo Stewart, Methods .Qi Good Teaching, p. 60 
The purpose of teaching is to produce learning or provoke thinkingo 
Hammonds saysi 
Good teaching is so directing .. the activitiet:3 of the learners as 
to result in the largest amount of.the most desirable intended 
learnings and the smallest amount of undesirable learnings. This 
is good teaching anywhere 9 anytime~ in any subjecto 
What is learned is what is prac tfoad; continued 6 practice or use 
is usually necessary for retention of learningo 
9 
The essence of good teaching in the field of vocational agriculture 
can be summed up in terms of (1) motivation 9 (2) doing while learningj 
and (3) satisfying use of knowledge and skills which the learning process 
provideso7 Effective teaching calls for considerable preplanning by the 
teachero8 Practice is essential to learningo Not until agriculture 
teachers come to believe in the necessity for practice by the learners 
can they ma.ke their teaching vi taL 9 
The use of contests is a popular method for some phases of vocational 
agrfoul tu.re o Sta ten says i 
One of the most interesting ways of teaching our farmers is 
through the route of competitiono Competition is the spice 
of life, especially with tra youth of our nationo o o oWhy is 
it that a boy will remember~ revere~ and do honor unto his 
coach in high school or college, but his refislar classroom 
teacher infrequently registers on his mind? 0 
6carsie Hammonds 9 J_eaching Agricultu!§l 9 (New York, 19 ), po lo 
7uo Go Martin, 11Motivation and Teaching~ 11 Jlgrioul tural Education 
Magazine, Vol. XXIX, Noo 3 (September, 1956)0 
8co Co Scarborough, "Teacheris Unitj or Subject Matter Planning?,n 
A)!ricultural Education Magazine~ Volo XXIX~ Noo 3 (September~ 1956)0 
9Ibid, po 1630 
lOHi Wo Staten and Melvin Do Jonesy Farm Crops Judging Identification 
.§E.d Grading. (Philadelphia~ 1951)~ Po 560 
Related Studies 
Other studies have been made .. to evaluate the various phases of 
learning acquired by students in vocational agriculture and to point 
out needs for more thorough preparation and ef'fective teachingo 
Morr::ts11 sent out 200 quest:Lonnaires to be answered by students 
in nineteen schools 9 for the purpose of evaluating the basic concepts 
of cattle feedingo H.is findings showed that students with livestock 
farming pr\'Jg!~ acquired clearer concepts or catt---ie feeding problems 
and information than those with out such progr3:ms. 
Stokesl2 in his study of organizing an achxlt' program on soil con-
servationJ found that pasture studies were important and required more 
time than was first allowedo 
' 
10 
Pastures are being referred to as grassland .farming and the author 
finds that other agricultural workers are interestedll tooo It is good 
to the land and the operator's pocket book.13 Year,=round pastures are 
a reality in many sections of the countryol4 The use of test plots is 
a good device to sell pastures to yourselfol5 It is important to practice 
a system of rotatfon grazingol6 
11Douglas Morrisjl "Basic Concepts of Cattle Feeding Acquired by Third 
and Fourth Year Students of Vocational Agriculture in Central Oklahoma 1 11 
(unpubo MoSo non-thesis report,, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater~ 1957) o 
12George Wo Stokes, 110rganizing and Conducting An Evening Class with 
Adults Interested in Soil and Moisture Conservation 9 11 (unpubo MoSo non-thesis 
report, Oklahoma State Universityj 1937)0 
13Jo Jo Swedberg~ 11Show Farmers How to Make Grass Pay Off," 9.9unty 
Agent ~ Vo-Ag Teacher Magazine VoL XIV9 Noo 4~ (April, 1958). 
14rbid 
15Mfohael Allen~ "All-Year Pastures~ 11 Farm Quarterly,, Volo XI 9 No. 3 
(Autumn~ 1956) o 
16Toid 
11 
Bur1chl7 made a study u;:;ing tests from 230 students in 23 high 
sGhools in cent:ra.l Oklahomao The purposes of' his study were (1) to 
determine the program being taught at the time 9 (2) to suggest the 
number of hours to teac,h soils in the areas,(J) suggest a course of 
work for young farmers~ (4) to suggest suita.ble reference material» 
\ . 
and (5) other aids in soils management techniqueso His findings 
were that scores ma.de by students did not correlate with the practices 
c;arried out o:n their fa.rmso Schools holding evening c:lasses in soils 
management had a. higher pero.entage of boys with soil~,1cmserving pra~tfoes. 
The average s©ores of students in oontests were no better than those 
without Gcmtests. First-year tea~hers teach less hours ,of' soils man-
age:mento Soil management programs of' boys were in relation to the home 
farm rather than the teaching programo 
Lefors18 made a stu.dy of 246 boys to determine the extent to which 
soil types and fertility of soils had on establishment of boys on 
farms and tenure and ac(]omplishment in sCJhooL His findings were that 
students from better soils areas stayed in school longer~ their grades 
were better9 more of them completed collegeo The boys from better soils 
had better ElGores on their tests. More farms were abandoned on the 
poorer soils area than from the better soils area. Lefors concluded that 
the desires 9 arnbitionsJ and interests of the boys from the poor soils 
areas were away from agriculture related jobso 
17Merle Lo Bunch, 11A Study of Soils Management as Taught in Twenty-
Three High Schools in Central Oklahoma with a Suggested Teaching Program, n 
(unpub. MoSo report, Oklahoma State University9 1951)0 
18Neill LaforsJ 11A Comparative Study of Vocational Agriculture 
Students ·who Lived on Farms of Fertile and Less Fertile Soil Types/1 
(non=thesis study, Oklahoma. State University9 1950)0 
12 
Summary.: .. of Literature Revi0w 
The review of li.te.ratu.re did not reveal any specific studies of 
educational efforts in pasture improvement had been madeo However9 
related inform.a.tion proved interesting and usefulo 
The philosophies of Hi Staten,11, the ••nean of Grass" in Oklahoma, 
gives fiuit for thought,, Combs and Thompson, ·likewise 51 were symbolizing 
the responsibility of man to fit grass into the farm plano 
Methods of tea~hing outlined by Stewart and Hammonds, when under-
stood and used by vocational agriculture teachers, should serve as a . . 
guide in teaching pasture improvement" Unit teaehing9 motivationj and 
satisfying results cont,rib'lite to the approaches of learning. 
A consideration of the related studies by others in soils and 
feeding proved helpful in planning this study. Students must have a 
direct working relationship to the factors of learning created by re-
sults and understanding of a need to learn and apply knowledge. In' a 
. 
review of magazine articles, the successful farmers followed a plan ap.d 
the results were measured in dollars and eents. Perhaps this is the 
field the most emphasis must be plaoedo 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The primary objective of this study was to secure information 
relative to the teaching of pasture improvement in southeastern 
Oklahomao The investigator~ thereforej felt that information 
received directly from the students and teachers of a school would 
be a good measure of the conditions of the program of pasture im= 
provement in the school service areao Twenty=six schools are repre= 
sented in the study from a total of 87 in the southeast district of 
the stateo 
In presenting these data relative to the teaching program for 
pasture improvement, it is recognized that the students filled out 
the questionnaires themselves and for that reason some students 
failed to answer some questions or parts of questionso A reference 
will be made to each table regarding the 0yes 1 and 1no 1 answers 
and the 1no report 0 answero Only 165 reported pastures out of the 
242 students reportingo 
These data are divided into four parts for discussion= (1) the 
students 1 report on his home farm9 (2) the teacher 1 s report relative 
to farms in school service areai (J) the student scores; and (4) the 
teacher 0s report on the program of pasture improvement in his schoolo 
13 
Data Secured from Students 
Permanent pastures are the backbone of a pasture program and the 
selection and use of permanent pasture p.lants.1> as shown in data pre= 
sented in Table I.9 verified this fact and. indicated that a greater 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF PERMANENT PASTURE PLANT COMBINATIONS AND 
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1(-Key to Plant Combinations g 
A Mixed native grasses 
B Woods grasses 
C Bermud.a 
D King Ranch 
E Fescue 
F Mixed clovers 
percentage of the students recognized the pasture grass groups and 
also reported bermuda grass to be the dominant plant usedo They 
also rated King Hanch Bluestem low in extent of usageo 
The temporary pasture plants used were written in on the answer 
sheet and as shown in Table II, students indicated that oatsj wheatj 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF TEMPORARY PASTURE PLANTS .AND FREQUENCY 
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rye, and rye grass were the dominant non=legume plants used on their home 
farms" Oats was the favorite crop to plant with a legumeo Sudan grass 
would fill in the gaps for summer pastureo The use of alfalfa as a 
16 
pasture plant is almost noneQ Many students failed to report temporary 
pastures which indicates there is some misunderstanding of the term 
atemporary pastures 1 o 
Johnson grass was listed one time; evidently the students do not 
consider it as a desirable temporary pasture planto 
Bermuda grass is becoming well established and it was thought that 
all farms would report some Bermuda grass on themo Data from Table III 
Acres 
401 = 600 
301 = 400 
251 = 300 
201 - 250 
151 = 200 
101 = 150 
76 - 100 
51 = 75 
26 = 50 
11 = 25 
6 - 10 
1 - 5 
0 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF .ACRES AND KINDS OF BERMUDA GRASSES USED 
ON HOME FARMS OF STUDENTS REPORTING 
Common Coastal Midland Greenfield 
&:i::mm:l.a Efil :t:JllJH:la :e~.:wm:la ~rmu'1a ~~d 
Noo % Noo % Noo % No. % No. % 
l o7 1 o7 
2 L5 
2 lo5 
2 lo5 l 'P7 
4 2o9 l o7 l 
/ 
.7 
3 2ol 1 .7 2 l. 5 
7 .5o 1 
12 8.8 
25 18.2 2 L5 2 L5 1 .7 2 1.5 
24 170 5 1 .7 1 .7 
14 10.2 2 1.5 2 lo5 
16 llo7 2 L5 2 lo5 
~= -·= == =•= 
Of the one hundred and sixty=f'ive students reporting pastures on the 
home farm .. : 
137 reported Bermucla 
9 reported none 
19 did not report 
does not substantiate that ideao Twenty=eight students reported none 
or failed to indicateo Common bermuda is the dominant type used on 
17 
students farmso There were over 8»000 acres reported to be in Bermuda 
and less than 1000 acres are of the improved varieties. The students» 
as a whole, seem to know that there are different varieties of Bermuda. 
The problem of establishment of the newer varieties may be the 
reason for the low percentage of use on the farmso 
Data from Table IV shows that combinations of clovers is more 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF LEGUME PLANT COMBINATIONS .AND FREQUENCY 
OF USE ON F .ARMS OF STUDENTS 
---- Combined with Combined with more 
Kind of legume Used alone one other than one other 
Hop clover 3 22 53 
Lespedeza 6 23 51 
Serecia 2 4 12 
Burr clover 3 5 28 
Black Medic 1 1 13 
Crimson clover 0 6 19 
Button clover 0 1 14 
Alfalfa 0 0 14 
Sweet clover 0 1 19 
Vetch 4 8 38 
.Austrian Wint er Peas 0 0 4 
frequent than single legumes used aloneo The unusual combination of 
alfalfa on the farm may be accounted for by having it in separate fields, 
18 
but on the same farmo No attempt was made to separate the .mixtures 
into fieldso However, the combination of hop clover and lespedeza 
is the most frequent combination in both, one other~ and more than one 
other plant combinationso The student was given the option to write in 
other plants used. None were writteno 
Data from Table V shows a good example of generally used poor 
TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF GRAZING PRACTICES AND FREQUENCY OF USE BY STUDENTS 
-=::':=============~~ ====·""""-~===============================:===== 
Practices 
1. Continuous grazing 
2o Move cattle from one pasture to the 
next to give the grass a rest 
3o Keep cattle off of pasture until the 
grass is four inches high or more 
Combinations of above: 
land 2 
2 and 3 
1 and 3 
1, 2, and. 3 
No practice reported 
Totals 
students Re~ortin~ 










grazing practice on farms of students. Over 35 per cent of the farms 
used continuous grazing practice exclusively and a large per cent of 
others used continuous grazing in combinations with the other two better 
practices. One student reported all three practices which indicates 
he was using several pasutres under different management systemsa 
Sixteen per cent of the students did not report grazing practices, 
yet they did report pastures and livestock on their farms. From 
these data, grazing practices may be a good area to include in the 
teaching programo 
Data from Table VI as reported by students, shows clearly that 
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74 per cent of the farms have a period of pasture deficiency. January, 
February, and December, are the most prominent months of pasture de= 
ficiency. Fall and winter pastures are a must. Summer pastures, 
although indicated defi~ient by possibly five to eight per cent, is 
not the big problem. Twenty-six per cent of the students failed to 
report regarding the deficiency. No space was provided to state 





DISTRIBUTION OF COMBINATIONS OF MONTHS DURING WHICH DEFICIENCES 
OCCUR AS REPORTED BY STUDENTS 
Months and combinations 
January, February, December 
January, February, November, December 
January., February, March October, November, December 
January, February 
January, February., March, December 
May, June, July, August, September 
July» August 
January» February., March, November, December 
January, February., October, November, December 
January., February» March, September, October., 
November, December 
January, December 
January., February, March 
January., February, December 
January, August., November., December 
January, February., August, December 
Did not indicate 
Totals 
~:tJ.1.gen:t~ w~cainli: 











5 .3. 0.3 
5 .3. 0.3 





Data in Table VII shows that 4.3.6.3 per cent of the students were 
using mowing and only 12.7.3 per cent used chemical methods to control 
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Data from Table VIII shows that 38.78 per cent of the students showed 
TABLE VIII 









5. Sodium nitrate 




1 and .3 · 
1, 4, and 7 
~.n:t.s reportini 
Number· Per cent 













TABLE VIII (Cont 1d) 
i 
2 and 6 2 1.21 
;i., 3, and 7 2 1.21 
~, 3, 4, and 7 1 .·66 
2 and 3 1 .·~6 
1 and 7 4 2.42 
1 and 4 2 1.21 
1, 6, and 7 l .66 
2, 4, and 6 1 .66 
2, 3, and 6 1 ,66 
Totals 165 100.00 
no fertilizet' used on their farms for pasture improvement. Although 
71.22 per cent of the students are using fertilizer the total amount 
used is small. The table does not show the amounts per acre reported, 
but none indicated more than 100 lbs. per acre on the questionnaire. 
Information in Table IX confirms the data for poor fertilizer use. 
TABLE IX 
DIS'.1RIBUTION PRACTICE OF SOIL TESTING OF PASTURE LAND BY STUDENTS 
Use of S±,nden:ts re:nor±ai ng 
soil test Number Per cent 
Yes 46. 27.9 
No 79 47.9 
, No response -"2-- 24,2 




Only 270 9 per cent of the students made use of a soil test on the home 
farm pasture soils. 
The use of the Soil Bank as shown from data in Table Xis effected 
by only about 29 per cent of the farmso Eighteen and eight-tenths were 
not sure about the home farm being in the Soil Bank by not reporting 
on the question. 
TABLE X 
DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICIPATION IN SOIL BANK PROGRAM ON FARMS OF STUDENTS 
Use of students :t:!il;r;21:n;::tini 
soil bank Number Per cent --
None 87 52.7 
Yes 47 2_8.5 
No report 31 18.8 _ 
Totals 165 100.0 
The carrying capacity of the pastures on the students' farms is 
shown in Table XI. The range of acres used per cow is wide from one to 
over 14 acres. One boy reported 40 acres. Part of the area covered 
in this survey is in open range, or mountainous terrain. Over 50 per 
cent of the reports show that less than seven acres are required per 
cow and calf. Some students have good pasture as indicated by five per 
cent using one acre per cow. 
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TABLE XI 
DISTRIBUTION OF ACRES OF PASTURE GENERALLY USED PER COW ON FARMS OF STUDENTS 
:Acres ~uaents H.eportin~ 
,allowed Number Per cent -- --
14 and over 7 4.24 
12 - 1.3 5 .3.13 
10 = 11 11 6.67 
8"" 9 7 4.24 
6 - 7 13 7.88 
4 - 5 .35 21.22 
2 - 3 .35 21.22 
1 9 5.45 
No report 43 -2,6. J.5 
Totals 165 100.00 
Some thought was given to whether or not pasture is being given 
enterprise status. Data in Table XII shows that 61.8 per cent of the 
TABLE XII 




Number Per cent 
------------~---.~----~------------~----------------
Yes, pasture is an enterprise 
No, pasture is not an enterprise 
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students consider pasture an enterprise. The teaching field must begin 
with the importance of pasture in relation to crops. 
Data from Table XIII shows that 4.24 per cent of the students' home 
TABLE XIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF RATINGS OF CONDITION OF PASTURE 
ON THE FARMS OF STUDENTS 
Students 




Below average 9 










pastures rated as excellent while 40.0 per cent estimated their pasture 
as average. 
Data in Table XIV shows 4.24 per cent of the students rated their 
pastures as being able to produce over 100 pounds of bee~ per acre. 
Tables XIII and XIV point out the one-cow per acre grazing rate referred 
to in Table XI. 
More students attempted to answer the question on condition of 
· pasture than did those of the amount of beef produced per acre. It is 
evident that less is known about the production per acre phase of 
pasture improvement. 
TABLE XIV 
DISTRIBUTION OF ESTIMATES OF BEEF PRODUCED PER ACRE ON 





Number Par cent 
101 or more 7 4.24 
51 to 100 56 33.95 
50 or less 52 31. 51 
No attempt to report 50 JQ,30 
Totals 165 100.00 
. From the data presented in Table XV, it is evident that most of 
th~ farms keep the family milk cow, several dairy farms are represented, 
but the major cattle are beef. Even sheep are entering the picture in 
greater importance. All of the students from one school failed to 
report the number of livestock. This kind of information is considered 
personal and some may not have filled out the answer for that reason. 
The answer to this question is incomplete, but it gives a trend toward 
beef cattle as the chief enterprise. 
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TABLE XV 
TOTAL NUMBER OF BEEF AND DAIRY CATTLE ON HOME FAR.MS OF STUDENTS 
School Number of - Ii;;i:lial b.~ag number students Beef cattle Dairy cattle 
1 9 1.30 2 
2 8 244 42 
.3 5 0 0 
4 10 185 48 
5 .3 6.3 4 
6 19 8.35 95 
7 17 699 14 
8 9 135 28 
9 9 58 10 
10 14 29 5 
11 7 179 44 
12 6 97 17 
13 16 98 .3 
14 22 161 33 
15 4 30 10 
16 15 203 48 
17 1.3 50 26 
18 7 51 7 
19 10 78 .39 
20 6 107 92 




TABLE XV (Cont'd) 
Z2 6 28 9 
2.3 5 150 9 
24 7 85 25 
25 4 255 4 
26 _L 104 11 
Totals 21;2 4,166 611 
------------------------------------
28 boys had both dairy and beef cattle 
4 boys reported no .. live stock 
2 boys reported sheep on their farms 
Information Reported by Teachers on Farms and Students 
Several studies showed that bo1s tend to have the same kind of 
project programs as are found on their farms. Data in Table XVI and 
XVII indicate that there is some correlation" About 29022 per cent of 
the boys from the schools represented had pasture improvement and 38 per 
cent of the adult farm units were estimated to have pasture improvement 
practice. This substantiates Bunchl and Morris2 in their findings. 
The schools almost follow a pattern on this one factor. There are 
differences in some instances that could be the resu+t of a large number 
of non-farm students enrolledo 
1 Bunch, p. 44. 
































TOTAL NUMBER OF BOYS IN SCHOOLS COMPARED TO THE NUMBER 
REPORTED WITH PASTURE IMPROVEMENT PRACTICES 
Total number With pasture 
boys improvement Per cent 
practices 
42 7 16.66 
42 30 71.42 
43 8 18.60 
68 36 52. 93 
31 
91 32 35.16 
31 20 64.51 
34 10 29.46 
37 12 32.43 
94 0 o.o 
49 25 51.02 
31 15 48.38 
76 6 7.89 
113 20 17.69 
45 8. 17. 73 
44 12 27.27 
47 5 10.58 
32 5 15.62 
53 31 58.48 
36 4 11.11 
35 5 14.28 
57 50 89.47 
48 8 16.66 
47 18 38.29 
35 12 34.28 
60 27 ~QQ_ 
1.,321 386 29.22 
28 
-----------------~----~-------~---~-
·H Teacher did not report any improvement practices 
* 'Ihese schools have two teachers each --
Another interesting fact revealed is that the two-teacher depart-
ments do not show an advantage over the one-teacher departments in 





TOTAL FARMS IN SCHOOL SERVICE AREAS COMPARED TO THE NUMBER OF FARMS 
ON WHICH PASTORE IMPROVEMENT PRACTICES WERE CARRIED OUT 
Total farming Farms completing 
!School number um.ta ~tcxemen:t pta~:ticea 
Number Number Per cent 
1 67 11 16.4 
2 250 . l.'.35 58.0 
3 115 15 lJ.O 
4 819 68 8.2 
5 60 40 66.6 
6 630 450 71.0 
7 125 65 52.0 
8 250 100 40.0 
9 146 40 27.4 
10 .'.325 JOO 92 • .'.3 
11 100 82 82.0 
12 82 15 18.3 
1.3 250 120 48.0 
14 200 75 .'.37.5 
15 200 102 51.0 
16 195 65 33.3 
17 200 55 27.5 
18 180 25 13.8 
19 200 80 40.0 
20 .300 JO 10.0 
21 . · .375 56 14.9 
22 190 10 5 • .3 
23 420 200 47.6 
24 160 68 41.2 
25 · 150 100 66.6 
26 --'2.Jk.. 210 33.0 
TOTALS 6.,62.'.3 2.,517 .'.38.0 
Perhaps the teachers felt that the hours allocated to pastures are 
more valuable in another field. One of' the two-teacher departments 
failed to show any boys with improvement projects in pasture improvement., 
but the same school showed 92 • .3 per cent of the farmers with pasture 
improvement. By closer comparison., it was found that the four two-teacher 
JO 
departments showed an average of 54.6 per cent of the farmers had 
completed improvement practices while the average for the one~teacher 
departments was only 31.0 per cent. However, the four highest ranking 
one-teacher departments had an average of 68.1 per cent of farmers 
completing pasture improvement practices. Comparing the same schools 
on the basis of the students with improvement projects, the data shows 
that the four two-teacher departments reported 14.43 per cent of the 
students with improvement projects, while the same four high one-teacher 
departments showed an average of 39.23 per cent of students with pasture 
improvement projects. The over-all average of the one-teacher depart-
ments was calculated as 31.84 per cent of the students with pasture im-
provement projects. 
The extent of application by farmers is the real test of the 
effectiveness of the teaching program. The investigator tried to de-
vise a plan that would indicate a field of pasture improvement practice 
relative to the completion of the practice. Data from Table XVII shows 
that not all farmers are following the recommended pasture improvement 
practices. One school shows all Bermuda overseeded with clover. The 
use of these practices by the farmers indicate their relative value for 
consideration in this study. 
Only 11.54 per cent of the teachers indicated that all the farmers 
of his area are getting PMA payments. Perhaps this can be accounted for 
due to open range and lack of education on use of agricultural agencies. 
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TABL.E XVIII 
TEACHER ESTIMATES OF THE EXTENT FARMERS CARRIED OUT CERTAIN 
PASTURE IMPROVEMENT PRACTICES IN THEIR AREA 
Teacherlii...~im,atea 
Practice number All Part of No 
1'.i;a;cm.era 1'.a;r:me;r;::;i _ ;t.:amer:;i 
Noo Per cent No. Per cent No. Per cent 
Seed bermuda grass 0 o.o 24 92.3 2 7.7 
Plant coastal bermuda 0 o.o 20 76.9 6 23.1 
Plant midland bermuda 0 o.o 22 84.6 4 15.4 
Plant greenfield bermuda 0 o.o 8 30.8 18 69.2 
Planted small grain and 
vetch and grain in sod 0 o.o 26 100.0 0 o.o 
Used sod drill to plant 
vetch and grain in sod 0 OoO 21 80.8 5 19.2 
Plant fescue for pasture 0 0.0 16 6lo5 10 38.5 
Fertilize pastures properly 0 o.o 26 100.0 0 0.0 
Prepare seed bed for 
sprigging 4 15.4 22 84.6 0 o.o 
Use sprigging machines 0 o.o 24 92.3 2 7.7 
Overseeded bermuda with 
clovers 1 3.9 24 92.3 1 3.9 
Use sudan for summer 
pasture 0 0.0 24 92.3 7.7 
Plant lespedeza for 
pasture 0 0.0 24 92.3 2 7.7 
Harvest hay from pasture 
in addition to grazing 0 o.o 22 84.6 4 15.4 
Use alfalfa for grazing 0 o.o 15 57.7 11 42 • .3 
Inoculate all legume 
seeds planted for pasture 2 7.7 2.3 88.5 1 .3. 9 
Harvest clover seeds 
from pastures after 
grazing 0 
Farm ponds fenced from 
livestock 0 
Use reseeding crimson 
clover in the pasture 
mixtures 0 
Use ladino and white 
dutch in pasture 
mixture 0 
Use chemicals to control 
weeds 0 
Use chemicals to control 
~u~ 0 
Use dozer to remove brush 0 
Use other mechanical 
devices to remove brush 0 
Control weeds by clipping 0 
Practice burning of 
. :pas:~ures ' !) 
Pe:rman~nt pastures renovated 
a.t lea.st every 3 years 0 
Have an eleven months 
pasture season 
Use proper stocking rate 
Have year round water 
supply 




PM.A payments on pastures 3 
TABLE XVII (Cont.ad) 
OoO 1.3 





















































Student Test Scores 
The tests were in three parts similar to Bunch's3 grouping of 
jtrue-false, completion, and multiple choice. The total possible score 
iwas 100. The true-false group contained 37 questions scoring one 
point each; the completion group contained 17 questions with a pos-
sible score of 41 points; and the multiple choice group contained 11 
,questions with a possible score of 22. 
A list of the questions are included in the appendix. The infor-
mation asked for was of comm.on interest in the area used in the study. 
• The questionnaire included a space for the student 1s name. While there 
may be some question about the wisdom of asking for the names of the 
student, the investigator felt that since students are accustomed to 
putting names on test papers in class, they would not object to signing 
this test paper. There also may have been some hesitancy with regard 
to answering the irµ'ormation about the £arm~ However, the answers 
were complete enough to give the investigator confidence that he had 
made a representative sampling. 
Data from Table XIX shows the average scores of students for each 
of the three divisions or the test and the total average score by 
sohooll!I, 
There were no.perfect scores made on the tests in total or by parts. 
The total average score ranged from a low of ;5.0 to a high of 94.3, 
The average score for all schools was 72.2. 
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TABLE XIX 
AVERAGE STUDENT SCORE ACHIEVED ON EXAM!INATIONS BY SCHOOLS 
Average scores 
School number True=false Completion Multiple choice· Total 
1 34.5 2108 .38.0 94oJ 
21 J3o5 19 • .3 .36.6 89o4 
20 34o2 18.5 .36,,3 89o0 
26 32.7 l 7o0 35.6 85o3 
24 30.4 l 7o0 35o0 82.4 
12 30.4 170 5 33.7 81,,6 
.3 3208 18.2 3006 81.6 
19 32o0 15o5 33o5 8lo0 
25 29o5 170 7 32o5 79o7 
ig 26o9 17.4 33.7 77.8 
22 J2o5 1708 27o5 77.8 
2 Jlo4 1Jo9 1Jo7 77.0 
5 28.7 16o0 J0.6 75.J 
9 27o9 14.0 32oJ 74o2 
1.3 27.1 14.3 27o0 68.4 
7 27ol 14 • .3 25o0 6604 
8 29ol 15.,0 2L6 650 7 
10 26o4 13.5 24.8 64o7 
11 28.0 13.0 2lo0 62.0 
4 28o9 14.J 18.4 61.6 
Jl., 26o5 14ol 20.2 60.8 
15 26.5 13.5 20. 5 60o5 
6 27o5 13.8 16ol ·. 57o4 
23 28.4 14.4 14.2 57o0 
16 26.9 13.8 16.2 56.9 
17 ~ .,J,~Q 3 ~14a3 5590 
AVERAGES 29.6 19o9 26.7 72.2 
The true=false question missed most on the test was question no. 2 
by 118 students~ 
Bermuda grass is a good native grass. 
Attention is called to the fact that students accept Bermuda as being a 
native grass because of association in the home pastureo 
J5 
The true-false question No. 25 was answered correctly most times 
I 
:by 2J8 students. It is as follows: 
25. Fertilizers on pastures is a waste of time. 
·This question was too easy. 
The question omitted the most times in the true-false group was 
No. 22. Only four omissions were recorded. 
22. Greenfield Bermuda was developed at the 
Oklahoma State University Experiment Station. 
This question was too easy. 
In the completion group of questions received, the most missed 
1 scores by students. This group required the answers to be written in 
; blank spaces. More knowledge of the subject is also required for 
· answering this type of examination. The question missed most in this 
group was No. 17. 
17. Give a good pasture combination for the limestone soils ________ , _______ , 
am~ --------· 
Evidently, the students were not taught the different kinds of soils 
and the combinations most suited to them. 
The most correct answers were on question No. 2 of this group: 
2. The best grass for southeast Oklahoma is------· 
The students associated this with something at home rather than in the 
classroom. 
The question most often omitted also was No. 17 which was the 
same as the one missed most often and evidently required knowledge 
that they probably were not taught. 
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In the multiple choice group of questiom, 9 which only required a 
circle to be drawn around the two most nearly correct answers~ part 2 
of question Noo 5 received the most missed scoresg 
5o Weeds can be controlled by; lo Mowing in early spring; 2o Use 
of chemicals in late fall; 3. Mowing during summer months; and 
4o Controlled grazingo 
Students do not use chemicals at home as is indicated elsewhere 
in this reportj and teachers probably do not cover this practice in 
their teaching plano 
The question most correctly answered in this group is pa.rt one 
of question Noo 2: 
2o Legumes are plants which: lo Furnish nitrogen for use by plants; 
2o They are good grasses to use; 3o Furnish plenty of protein for 
livestock; and 4, Help to maintain the acidity of the soil. 
The answer to this question could come» in part 9 from related in= 
formation on feeding livestock rather than from the study of pastureso 
The question omitted most in this group was part 2 of question Noo 
11: 
11. Properly grazed pastures will be indicated by; 1. Grazed to 
a uniform height of forages of about 6 inches; 2. 1111 forage plants 
grazed to about 2 inches in height; 3. Some areas grazed to 1 foot 
height and others of 3=inch height., and 4. All plants grazed to no 
less than 12 inches in height. 
There is no explanation for omission of this question. Since only 
13 students left it out, it could have been carlessness or rush to 
finish the test. 
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Data as presented in Table XX brings out the fact that students 
who were reported by teachers as carrying pasture improvement practices 
on their farms did not make better scores on the test than students 






























COMPARISON OF AVERAGE TEST SCORES OF SENIOR STUDENTS WITH AND 
WITHOUT PASTURE BY SCHOOIS 
Total Students ReEortin~ 
Number Pasture No Pasture 
Number Per Av. Number Per Av. 
Cent Score Cent Score 
9 7 77.7 94o4 2 22.3 94.0 
8 6 74.7 80o3 2 25.3 67o0 
5 5 100.0 8L6 0 o.o 
10 6 60.0 65.6 4 40.0 55.5 
3 2 66.06 7Ll 1 33.4 84.0 
19 11 5'7o9 56.8 8 42.1 5808 
17 14 82.3 65.7 3 17.7 70.0 
9 8 88.8 65.5 1 11.2 58.0 
9 6 66.6 73 . .3 3 33°4 76oO 
14 9 6400 65.2 5 56oO 6308 
7 6 85o9 6Jol 1 24.1 55.0 
6 4 66.6 81. 5' 2 JJo4 8L7 
16 4 25.0 67o2 12 75.0 68.8 
22 14 63.6 60.5 8 36.4 61.J 
4 1 25o0 56.0 3 75.0 62.0 
15 5 33/3 59.6 10 66.7 61.7 
13 7 .33.8 58. 5 6 66.2 55.5 
7 5 7L4 73.8 2 2cL6 88.0 
10 8 80.0 8L6 2 20.0 78.5 
6 6 lOOoO 89.0 0 OoO 
_____ , 
5 5 100.0 89o4 0 o.o _c:..,.,....., _ _,, 
6 5 83.3 77.6 1 16.7 79o0 
5 4 80o0 60.7 1 20.0 42.0 
7 7 100.0 82o4 0 o.o 
4 4 100.0 850.J 0 o.o 
6 6 100.0 85.;3 0 o.o 
242 165 6fLO 72.5 77 32.0 68.:, 
Data in Table XXI presents the distribution of scores by groups. 
It should be noted that there is a fairly even distribution which would 
seem to furnish further proof that there is very, little difference in 
the scores of those with pastures on the home farm and those without 
home farm pastures or without pasture improvement practices. 
Grade 
TABLE XXI 
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL GRADE AVERAGES OF STUDENTS WITH PASTOR).!: 
· IMPROVEMENT GCMPARED TO STUDENTS WITHOUT PASTURE . . 
IMPROVEMENT A.ND STUDENTS THAT DID NO~ ~PORT 
§tsgent§ re~orting 
Group I* Group II* Group III* 
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A V91'8:ge· No. Per Cent No. Per cent No. Per cent" 
96i.-100 1 o.6 0 o.o 0 o.o 
91-9-5 3 1.8 4 2·.4 4 2.4 
86-9-0· 6 3.6 7 4.2 5 3.1 
· 81-85 15 9.1 6 3.6 2 1.2 
76,..,9e. 12 7.3 5 3.1 3 1.8 
71-'1-5 4 2.4 9 5.5 1 o.6 
66-70 7 4.2 9 5.5 9 5.5 
61-6·5 4 2.4 6 3.6 5 .'.3. 1 
56-60· 4 2.4 4 2.4 4 2.4 
51-55 2 1.2 5 3.1 5 3.1 
46-50· 2 1.2 1 0.6 7 4.2 
41-45 0 o.o l 0.6 1 0.6 
.'.36-40 l 0.6 l o.6 0 o.o 
Tote:l,s, 61 36.8 58 35.2 46 28.0 
- -·· ..... ,_, a#t· - - - - - - - - - - - - _, ... - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - ,cm;,, ~ ...,.. 
*A total of 242 students classified as: 
Group I - With pasture improvement 
Group II - Without pasture improvement 
Group III - Students not completing information 
relative to pastures 
Teachers Reports Relative to the Program of 
Pasture Improvement Taught 
The investigator felt the need to secure as much information as 
possible about the teacher 1 his years of experience and tenure, the 
amount of time spent on the teaching of practices related to pasture 
improvement, the hours allocated in the regula.r schedule and other 
related informationo 
E9ch local teacher filled out a schedule with this information 
and sent it in with the students .u questionnaires o 
Findings smnmarized in Table XXII reveal that none of the 
teachers used in this study had taught less than three years while 
the maximum years taught by one individual was determined as l8o 
TABLE XXII 
DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS IN TERMS OF YEARS IN PRESENT 
SCHOOL AND TOTAL YEAR:3 TAUGHT 
Teachers* re12orting 
39 
In t.erva.I years Total rear~ uaug:ht Total ;y,:ears in 12resent school 
Number Per cent Number Per· cent 
17-18' J lOo.34 0 OoO 
15-Ifr 1 Jo44 0 0,0 
13-14 ... 10035 3 10030 :> 
11-12 2 6090 4 1Jq80 
9-10 5 17024 ,4 1.3080 
7-8 6 20.70 6 20.70 
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TABLE XXII (Cont id) 
5-6, 6 20.70 4 13080 
3-4 3 10034 3 13080 
1-2 0 o~o 4 13080 
Totals 29* 10000 29-lf 100~0 
- - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - ,_ - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Three departments have twa teachers ea.ch on this reporto 
The distribution of hours taught on the various pasture improvement 
practices is given in Table XXIIL 
Twenty practices on pasture improvement were selected and the teachers 
were requested to fill in the number of hours used in instruction regarding 
specific practices for the past yearo 
Responses summarized in Table XXIII show that the majority of the 
teachers reported spending less than six hours total time on each of these 
practices, with the qne to two hour period being the most frequently usedo 
A few teachers taught e's much as 11 to 12 hours on some practiceso After 
looking at the distribution of hours taught, it is felt that th.is may 
account for the low scores made by the students on the tests.a 
TABLE XXIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE E1."TENT OF-INSTRUCTION 1N VARIOUS PASTURE lMPPDVEMENT PRACTICES 
IN TEEMS.OF PERIODS TAUGHT 
Scho.ol~ regorting 
Periods Taught la 2b Jc 4d 5e 6f 7g . 8h 9i lOj 
No. % Noe % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
13-14 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 0.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 
ll-12 0 0.0 1 J.8 0 0.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 0.0 1 J.9 1 J.9 0 OaO 0 o.o 
9-10 0 o.o 0 0.0 1 3.9 0 0.0 0 o.o 0 0.0 1 3,.9 1 3. 9 0 o.o 1 3.9 
7-8 1 3.9 0 0.0 2 7.7 0 0.0 1 3.9 0 OoO "i 3.9 1 J.9 1 3.9 0 0.0 .L 
5-6 3 11.5 5 19_.3 2 7.7 2 7.7 1 3.9 4 15.,4 3 11.5 0 o.o 2 7.7 1 3.9 
3-1 .. 5 19.,3 6 23.0 6 23.0 2 7.7 4 15.4 6 23.0 7 26.9 4 15.4 3 11.5 A 15 • .!1-
1-2 14 5308 l3 50o0 14 53.8 12 46.0 18 69.2 16 61.5 13 50.0 18 69.2 15 57.7 9 34.6 
0 3 11.5 i 3.9 1 3.9 9 34.6 2 7.7 0 o.o 0 o.o l J.9 5 19.J 11 42.3 
Tots.ls 26 100 26 100 26 100 26 100 26 100 26 100 26 100 26 100 26 100 26 100 
- - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - ~ - - - ~ - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - -
a - Identification of native plants. f - Fertilizers on pastures. 
b - Identification of improved plants and legumes. g ~ Winter pastures. 
c - Classifying land for pastures. · h - Summer pastures. 
d....:. Fence repair. i - Estab~hing and renovating pastures on 
e - Carrying qapacity of pastures. old. fieldso 
j - Methods of.establishing pastures on 
















TABLE XXIII !Cont'd) 
13m 14n 











No. % ·No. % 
o o.,o o o.,o _ o o.o o o.o o o.o o o.o o o.o o o.o o o.o o o.o -
1 3.9 · 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 o.o 1 J.9 0 0.0 O o.o O o.o 
1 .3c9 0 Q.,0 0 O.Q 2 7.,7 Q 0.0 0 O.Q O 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.-Q 'Q 0.0 
0 o.o O o.o O o.o O 0.0 2 7.~ b o.o O 0.0 0 o.o O 0.0 0 0.0 
1 3~9 0 OcO l Jo9 2 7 o 7 2 . 7 o 7 1 J.9 l J.9 2 7 o 7 3 11.5 5 19 .J 
l J .. 9 2 7 .. 7 3 11.5 6 2.3.0 3 1L5 1 .'.3.9 4 15.4 0 0.0 4 15.4 3 11.5 
14 53.,8 9 34.,6 16 6L5 15 57~7 9 34.6 6 23.0 11 42.3 10 38.5 13 50.0 16 61.5 
8 30.,8 15 57a7 6 23.0 l 3o9 10 38.5 18 69.,2 9 3406 14 5308 6 2J.O 2 7.7 
26 100 26 100 26 - 100 26 100 26 100 26. 100 26 . 100 26 100 26 100 26 100 
--------------------------------------------- -------~ 
k - Deterndning value of pasture as a cash c.rop. 
1 - Possibilities of seed production in addition to 
grazing on pastureso 
m - Pasture rotation practices. 
n - Snrigg.:ing, sodding, and.seeding of Bermuda grasso 
o - Use of chemicals on pastures for weed control. 
p - Staking and constructing farm. ponds.· 
q - Testing pasture soils. 
r - Mowing and'~urning of pastures. 
s - Determining cost of developing pastures 
t - Determining the kind and mixtures of 




Data presented in Table XXIV indicates that teachers recognized the 
importance of the soil conservation service personnel as a resource for 
teachingo Only 15o4 per cent reported that they did not use the person-
nel for all-day or adult classesj) while 57.7 per cent reported using them 
for both adult and all-day cla,sses. 
TABLE XXIV 
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS USED SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE PERSONNEL FOR 
TEA.CHING PASTURE MANAGEMENT TO ALL DAY AND ADULT GLASSES 
==========::::=:===================================::.:~====~-=-=-:::=::.-::.-:::-:=-::-::-:::=::=. 
Te~j:,~g 
Personnel used Number Per cent 
All~day classes only 1 3.9 
Adult classes only 6 2J;O 
Both all-day and adult classes 15 57.7 
' 
Did not use for a.ny classes -,~ . ..l~ 
.Totals 26 10000 
The SUIDlllarizations of findings presented in Table XXV reveal that 
teac.p.ers. included in this study used 9 the personnel of the soil 0onser= 
vation service for six methods of instructiono The time wa!'l divided and 
reported to be about equal for.g (1) lectures, (2) slides and f:ll:ms 9 1.1:nd 
(3) field trips and tourso 
44 
TABLE XXV 
METHODS OF INSTRUCTION AND EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS USED RESOURCE 
PERSONNEL OF THE SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 
Methods of instruction 
Field trips and tours 
Community service 
Seeding and sodding grasses 













From the data summarized in Table XXVI 9 it is evident that the in:... 
· struction 'covered by S.C.S. pers,onnel was confined to eight areas. About 
30o7 per cent of the teachers made use of the SoCoSo personne1' 0s in-
struction for land judging work and 23 per cent' to outlining the, program 
45 
TABLE XXVI 
AI:ra.AS OF INSTRUCTION AND EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS USED RESOURCE 
PERSONNEL OF THE SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 
Teacher~ 
Areas·or Instruction Number Per cent 
Outline S~CoSo program-of W;ork 6 23o0 
land . judging ¥OT~ 8 JOo7 
Land clearing (bru.sh control) 2 7 0 'l 
Farm pla.nning 3 llo5 
Plant identification 1 3o9 
Pa,sture data 1 3o9 
Explain µse of-, PMA l 3o9 
Tree plan ting __;.L ~~ 
Tota.ls 26 10000 
rhe use of references in the teaching of pasture oan be readily ob-
served by reference to Table XXVIIo It is evident that 69024 per oent of 
the teachers prefer Tho Pasture Book by Thompson as a text. A few indi~ 
cated extensive use of Hi. W., Staten:u s book G:meses_ru}.d Gt§..sslsnq ~ming., 
An equa.1 numoer or 69024 per cent of the teachers-indfoated ex= 
tensive use. of USDA and Oklahoms Extension and Experiment Station Bulletins 
\ 
for major class stud.yo It is evident that a wide eielection of reference 
material~ is ava.ilable and.' considerable va.riation occurs as to usageo 
· The teachers listed the references in this report as the most helpful 
they had and ·not as the only refer~moes usedo 
/ 
TABLE XXVII 
KIND AND EXT;ENT TO m.ITCH TEACHERS MADE USE OF PASTURE REFERENCES 
References 
Ao Textbooks 
Pastures for the South - King 
The Pasture Bo.ok - Thompson 
Grasses and Grassland Farming - Staten 
Pastures - Lancastery James - others 
Pastures - Bunch a.nd Archer 
Amerioa.n Grass Book - Bunch 
Using and Management of Soils 
Feeds and Feeding - Morrison 
, .. 
Teacheirs re'porting 



















3o85 U.S.D.A. Yea.r book· - 1948 1 
B. Other references 
U.S.D.A. and Oklahoma Experiment Station Bulletins 18 
Magazines 2 
Slides 1 
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The author wa.s interested in the teachers opinion relative to the 
importance ·of teaching pasture iin.provement. As oan be observed through 
reference to Table XXVIII, 92.3 per cent of the teachers answered that 
they felt the teaching of pasture improvement to be very ii:nportant. 
TABLE XXVIII 














ThiSJ substantiates the affinnative opinion of the author rl3lgarding the 
tea~hing of pasture improvemento 
The, adult program is a very important part of e·very vocational 
., . 
agriculture teecherus program in the state of Oklaho1nao The info:rma.tion 
presented in Table XXIX indicates that a total teaching time of tl:u:·,,e 
hours was given to instruiotion dealing with pasture improvement by 340 7 
per cent of tbe teachers~ with only two hours given by 30oS per cient of 
the teacherso One teacher used as :much as eighi hourso 
TABLE XXIX 
DIS'i'Bl~UTION OF SCHOOIS IN TERMS OF NUMBER HOURS OF' ADULT 





Sch o~ols...,..:te QQJ'.llng_ 




TABLE XXIX (Cont ud) 
6 l 3.8 
5 2 7o7 
4 2 7o7 
3 9 34.7 
2 8 J0.8 
1 2 7.7 
0 _...Q_ _ PJL 
Totals 26 100.0 
Findings summariz19d in Table XXX reveal that~ for the most pa.rt 9 
teachers allocate four to six hours of class periods for agriculture I 
and II, and seven to 12 hours for agriculture III and IV per year. A 
few departments appear to a.llocate 19 to 21 hours across the board to 
all four classeso 
TABLE XXX 
DISTRIBUTION AND NUMBER OF PERIODS ALLOCATED TO EACH CLASS FOR TEACHING 
. PASTURES BY SCHOOIS 
Periods AR:ri. I Agri. II Agri. III Agri. I 






























TABLE XXX (Cont 0d) 
16-18 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 
1.3-15 0 o.o 0 o.o 5 19.20 2 7.68 
10-12 2 7.68 6 23.10 7 26.94 7 26~94 
7-9 3 llo54 3 11.54 8 30.76 10 38.45 
4-6 12 46.17 15 57.69 2 7.68 2 7.68 
1-,,). 5 19.21 0 o.o 0 0.0 0 o.o 
0 _1 3.87 0 o.o 0 - 03 0 0 o.o 
Totals 26 100.0 26 100.0 26 100.0 26 100.0 
The information from the data presented in Table XXXI indicates 
that 53.8 per cent of the teachers. favor and 34~·7 per cent do not favor 
any change in hours presently al:l.ocated to pasture improvement. 
TABLE XXXI 
OPINION RESPONSES OF TEACHERS1 REGARDING CHANGING OF. NUMBER 
.. OF HOURS NOW ALLOCATED TO TEACHING PASTURE IMPROVEMENT 
Opinfon 
Hours should be; increased 
,,•·. 
Hours should be decreased 













Since references are only a part of the teaching devfoes 9 the 
investigator asked for the judgment of the.tea~hers in selel(3tion of 
the most useful teaching aidso It is. evident from the information 
in Table XXXII that an assortment of useful teaching aids for pasture 
improvemen:t were recognized by the teacherso 
TABLE XXXII 
EXTENT TO WHICH CERTAIN TEACHING AIDS WERE CONSIDERED MOST 
USEFUL FOR TEACHING PASTURES 
~~~--~~~~~--~~~~~~~--~-~--~-~-~·~~~~-
~~el re,,Portill}L 





Charts and piotures 
B. Others 
Field. tripe 
(a) In o ommu.ni ty 
(b) Out of oo:mm:unity 
Tours 
Demonstration plot~ 
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Field trips in the loc:al eommunity were overwhelmingly reted as best. 
Slides and dillns w~:re next in order, It .:ieem{3 that our best aid is at our 
dooro Why not use it1 
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The· competitive device, judging contests as used for teaching 
students, has ,be~n mentioned by many in the field of education with 
varyi~g degrees of favoro The author found that the responses sum-
marised in Table XXXIII indicated that the use of land judging contests 
was wide spreado Only one teacher ~dicated tha.t his school was not 
pa.rticipating in the pa.sture and land judging contests·~ On the' county 
! level, 3008 per o~nt. of the schools'entered competition and anpther 
. ' 
340 7 per eent were p:tofJ,.cient ,enough to have pa~tfoipa.ted i~ -the 
.· r . 
district contestso The sampling even included schools participating 
1 in, statte and national c:ompeti tiono 
TABLE XXXIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOIS BY. LEVEL OP' PARTICIPATION IN LAND AND 
PASTURE JUDGING CONTESTS 
Leve;I. of partitdpation 
Gount-Y,. ·only 
County, . distr;ict 
.Counly' districrt, state 
County, district, state 9 national 





















Could it be ~}).a.,t emphasis, placed on judging results in the instructor 
working with too small a percentage' of' the students? 
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Recognizing the fact that there are limitations to be overc.ome in 
getting pasture improvement on the land, the author asked the tea,chers 
to list the factors which they felt were the most difficult to overcome 
in developing a "pasture program in their comm.unity o Findings Slllll1llarized 
in Table XXXIV indicate a wide ra.nge<Jf factors, but most outstanding is 
ff lack of finance u since some 300 72 per cent of the tea.chers agreed on the 
importance of this factoro uFailure on the part of the fa.rmer to know 
the value of good pastureu was high 1 with 19020 per cent listing this 
factor~ 
TABLE XXXIV 
FREQUENCY OF FACTORS CONSIDERED BY TEACHERS TO BE MOST DIFFICULT 
TO OVERCOME IN DEVELOPING A PASTURE PROGRAM 
List of factors 
Drouth 
, Brush control 
Weed control 
~rosion ' 
Expense when cattle prices a.re low 
Income tax deduction 
Keeping ca.ttle on land a.t- ii5arn.eJ time of pa.sture 
development · 
Time and money 
I La.Ck Of proper fertilizer 
Overgra.zing 
Lack of finance 
Education 
, Do not know value of good pa.sture 
' Will not use sound practices 
La ck of planning 
Management 
Lack of seed bed preparation 
Some failures 
Ha.bi ts of farmers . . 
Hard to get ideas ever to farmer and student 
Not using aid from a.gencies 
Schools reporting 






























15 .. :,6 
. llo53 
30072 
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Absenttte owners 
Do not inoculate all legmnes 
Improper stocking rate 
Lack of equipment 
No desi:r,-e 











Truly ·these limiting fe,ctors must be considered, but it is a job 





SUMMAR! AND CONCLUSIONS 
The place of_ pasture· improvement in the teaching program f'or the 
\ 
all-day student and the adult classes is important,_in southeastern 
Oklahoma:o 
· The status of the present program, according to this study, is in 
need of revision if the .teachers are to do an·- eff'ectiv~ job with both 
the, student and the adult. 
It appears that ·the s:tudent has a general idea a.bout pa.sture im-
- . 
provement, but he is not rounded out.with specif'io knowledge of the 
, · subject. 
The pasture improvement program is apparently left up to other 
.. . . . 
a.gricultural agencies to do the teaching ~ob., _The pasture improvement 
practices are those that fit th~~ program at the time. 
; ~. . . : 
It is evident that students tend to ha.ve pasture improvement pro-
1· jeo.ts in rela.ti·on to the practices on the home :f'armo It is questionabl, 
·-:, 
·as· to whether the boy has a real improvement project. 
' The writer feels that the purposes for which this study was made 
I. 




Smrnnarization of Invest,igation 
There were a. number· of fa'ctors found to be interesting and user~10 
The' author f' eels tha.t the list that follows. may serve to be of bene:t'i t 
to t~ose who care to f'ollolf this study: 
L.. There was no relationship between the grade students made on 
·.·. 
tests and the reported carrying out of the impro:vement practices on tpe 
; home f'arm.o 
2o There. was no di~f'erence in the average · scor,es of students with 
pasture improvement a.rid those withouto 
);, Students·. seftm.ed. to miss/more answers on e01:11pleticin. type questions 
and miss less of the true-false type questionso 
4~ By chance, a. comparison of the · two'-te14cher departments with the 
one-teache~ departments used in this study, indicaied tha.t the two-teacher 
departments did not ha.ve any advantage over the one-tea.cher departments 
on student scores, improvement projects, or completion ot improvement 
: practic,s on farms o 
5o There was considera.ble evidence.to support the assertion that 
the teaching of .. pa.stures has not been a.s thorough as· might be desired. 
60 Studen;ts indicated that it is a common practice to. l;lse mixed 
cll!)vers in th~ .permanent pastures on the home farms Qf "this area. 
7. Bermuda. grass was found to be the most commonly used base grass; 
however, very little of the improved Bermuda is being gi,own on the: farms. 
80 Temporary pa~tures are used to some extent and oats, wheat, rye, 
rye grass, sud.an gra.ss, and vetch. are the principal plants w,ed., 
9 o The students indieated that January, Februar,r, and December are 
.: ' . .'. .. 
the most :frequent pasture de:fieient months; however, ther• were many 
/ 
students that indicated June, July, August, and September, were also 
frequently defipient pasture months. 
10. There was evidence that the proper use of fertilizers and 
soil tests was being neglected. 
11. The grazing practices reported in th.is study were primarily 
continuous grazing, but there was evidence that some f~rms were using 
good pra.c:tices, too. 
12. Teachers indic:a.ted in this report tha.t one to two hours were 
, commonly used to teach each of the pasture'improvement practices, and 
that some used up to seven hours while two teachers indicated over 14 
hours were used to :teach one practice. 
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13. The range in years of tenure of the teachers reported in this 
report indica.ted from one yea.r to 18 1ea·rs in the present school, but 
1n: total. years taught, none of the tea.ohers . have taught less then three 
yea.rs. 
14. Only .38 per c-ent of the farmers were estima.ted to have com-
. ' 
pleted improvement practfoes on their farms. The euthor feels that 
this is a. very low percentage, c:0nsideri:ng the impor'tar1ce of pastures 
in the area studied. 
15. The study confirmed the thinking of the author that there 
' 
ere very few improvement practices, if any, that 'at' least so~e few 
farmers have not mastered on the home farm. 
16. The Soil Conservation Service per.sonriel are valuable ree<;>urce 
people and they contribute much toward the total program of vocational 
a.gri~ulture for teaching and demonstrating pasture improvement. 
.. ~~ -
170 A numbe~ of good references were reported and included in 
this report.; The Pasture Book by Thompson wa.s selected by 69. 24 per 
. cent of the teachers as the most useful text. 
18. Field trips in the local community are considered the most 
valuable teaching method by teachers. 
19. Fl-om this study it appears that pasture improvement is given 
only.about three meetings ,or six hours for adult or evening classes. . ' 
The author was surprised at .this SlllS,ll amount of time devoted to 
pestur.es. 
20.. The 81il.ount of time a11oca.ted to pasture improvement on the. 
. . . 
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normal te~ching program is interesting: Agriculture I, four· to six !fours; 
Agriculture II, four to'six hours; Agricultu~ III, seven to 12 hours; 
and Agriculture IV, seven to 12 hours; or.a range of 22 to 36 hours. 
Most of the teachers, 53.8 per cent, thought their hours should be 
incireased; however, 34.7 per cent indicated no change of hours for their 
programs. 
2lo All teache.rs'. in this report considered pasture improvement 
as .either important or very important, but. ,many of them were not devoting 
as much time to pastures as needed. 
22. .A.11 s.chools, .bui one, used in the survey reported entering 
teams in the Soils:and :pasture judging contesi;s •.. Fifte~ iand fou~tenths 
of the schools were proficient enough to be selected for state and national 
competition. . 
23.. The report indicated that ';.8.7 per cent of ·the students ha.d pas-
ture' improv-ement projects, and 38 per cent of the farmers had eomplete,d 
pasture improveillento 
I 
24~ Pa.stu!'.e is not considered by all students or teachers as 
an enterprise on.the farmi. ·There were no eases discovered in which the 
growing of pasture crops either for forage or £or se~4 production was . ' 
reported as a. pro~uctive enterpri~e proje,oto 
25.. Teachers li~ted a total ~f 26 ·ra.ctors that they though were· 
, the ~ost dit'fieul t to overcome in getting .a pasture: prog:ralJi established 
I. on. the rarm.s or their co~itieso The most outstanding factors were: 
~ lack: Of fin&i:iC9 V , I riot using f ertilize:rs prop~rly I , and t not knowing : 
the! value of 8 good pasture'" 
' 
Conclusions ~nd Recommendations 
! 
All vocational agriculture te~chers 1 in the soutbea,st. district of 
Oklah01li8.~ould well ~pend more time and effort in actively proin:oting 
a· loca:l program or pasture improvemento . This needed emphe:sis will re-
-quire both, an expe:ndit1;1re of more time, and ari improvement in .the· 
., ,. 
quality of; instruction given to.··the individual '1nd to the group b•ing 
workedwitho 
The specific . reeommenda tions that follows, the a.uthor £eels; are 
warranted,~ : 
lo A .survey of yea.r-round. pastures for. the looa.l community should 
be ma.de first. 
2.. Teachers need to use contests more. on a local· so.~'ool · 1evel for 
all. students to leam, .rather. thari, just to_ "win" over an,other team of 
the (county, dis.triot, state, or na.'tional levelo Let the winning be a 
result ot lea.rning on the local levelo 
/ 
3o In training judging teams, teachers should emphasize the ap.;.. 
plication of the answers ra.ther than· specific ,answers for the contest 
59 
4o This report showed tha.t teachers were in agreement that the most 
effective teaching aid was a well--pl1rnned fiel~ trip in.to the local com-
munityo 
. . . \ 
Tea.chers are urged. to make more use of this method of' teachingo 
5., Teachers can arouse interest and make instruction inore effective 
by establishing demonstration plots in the community. These plots pro.,. 
vide learning activities for .both high school students and adults,,· 
·1 
6. Develop pastures into a productive enterprise projecto 
7. The author would suggest that other studies of' s,imilar na.ture 
be made in southes'stern Oklahoma on a. more detailed level, but less ex-
tensive scaJeo 
8. Due to the growing mportance of livestock in Oklahoma, other 
districts in the state should make a similar study. 
9o A suggested teaching outline is included. 
A SUGGESTED TEACHING PLAN OU'l'LINE FOR PASTURE IMPROVEMENT 





a.. Recognizing desirable and 
undesirable pasture plants 
bo Recognizing varieties of 
grasses and legumes 
Ce. Station studies on varieties 






Establishlllent or ao Seeding., sodding, and sprigging 






bo ·Seedbed preparation, seeding 
rates and combinations to use. 2 · 
Co Stocking rate of newly es'tabliahed 
pastures, and :management factors 1 
a. Plant food removal by- forages 
b .. Selecting :fertilizers, rates per 
acre, and costs 
co· Soil tests, soil samples, · 
analysis. for pasture 
a... Basic' grasses for soil types· 




land use classes 7 
e.. Legume eombina·tion for base 
grasses 1 
do Pasture calendar on yea:r round. 
pasture 1 
Bo Kinds of plants to use 1 
'p., Seed bed prepa~tion, seeding rates 
time of seeding 2 










a o Importance .or weed anq brush 
c:iontrol - field trips . 
bo Mechanical and chemical :ni.ethods 
for bru.sh·~ontrol 2 
Co Meohanioa.l and chemical methods 
for weed control 
d. Grazing· practices and burning 
practices 
a O ley':'"ottt and oonstru.otion 
b. Care and management of ponds 
ao Value or good fences 




and constru.ction problems 3 
a.. Selection and use of pasture 
ma.inte~nce equ~pm.ent 
a.o Establishment of demonstration 
plots 
1 
b. Agencies useful to establishment 
a.nd maintenance of pa.stures 2 
Total hr$ o 40 
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The writer feels tha.t .the results of the study -justifies the 
;a.llo.oation of 40 hours to the teaching plan for pastureso Although all . . ' . 
departments have 8. teaching outline in their department, the author 
thinks that a ·~vision is easier when a .. pa,ttern is given. 
The most hours a.re .allocated to 11 pa.sture .and range judging' which is 
priplarily. outdoor work. T,a.chers may take this oppo;r~uni ty to include 
identification and plant selection. at the same tim.eo 
62 
Since fertilizers are ·not used extensively on pastures in the area · 
and test scol,"es on fertilizers were low, the investigator felt that the 
time given in this outline is a. minimum. 
The author included fencing in this study bees.use fences are i:n 
poor conditions in:his own area and otJier areas are similar. 
The investigator is hopeful that the.se comments will stimulate teachers 
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LETTER OF T.RANSMITTAL 
Dear·Vocational Agriculture Instructor: 
The .purpo~e of this qtl.estionnaire is to secure information 
relative to the teaching of ~stures in southe~~t Oklahomao ·This 
info:r.ma tion wil.l be used in a, Problem report and ·eva1ua ted to deter-
mine:. ho~ mu.oh time is b~ing given. to pasture stud~es; to eva_~ua-te 
the amount of tetaching done; to, suggest 8. suitab_le number of periods 
to teach in high schoolsi to determine the facilities needed for 
teaching pastures; to evaluat~ the practices us~d by boys·· and adults 
. . ...... . 
in pasture improvement and development; and to suggest a suitable 
list of ref'er&nces to be used in teaching pastures.o 
Your cooperation is sincerely asked in filling out the question-
. . ~ . 
naire; .. 
Yours truly, 
Robert Ma.ssengale, Instr. 
Yoca:tiona.l· Agriculture 






' Name of the Vocational Agricu1 ture Instructor ____________ _ 
1. How many yea;t>s h~ve ,you taught in the present d~partment? ____ _ 
2. What is the total number .of years taught?~---------~----
3. How many periods ·were taught on the following phases of pasture de-
velopment a.rid management this year? 
1. Identification of native plants. ----
2. Identification pf improved plants and legumes'. 
3. 01assifying JJµid for pastures. 
4~ Fence repair.; -----
5,, ·carrying ciapacity of pastures ------
60 Fertilizers on pastures. ----
7o 
8. 





Surm:ner pastures. . . 
Establishing a.nd,renovating pastures on otd fie1dso ----
Methods of' establishing pastures on wooded areas. 
Determing value of. pastures as a cash crop. ,_·. ---..-
Possihi1i ties of seed _productio·n in addition to. grazing on 
pastures. . 
,P!tsture ,rotation practices. 
SJ?rig~:g.g, s·odding,. ·and seeding of· Bermuda grasse·s,, 
Use of chemicals on pastures for weed control. --------
·stak,ing and eop.structing farm pondso ----









Mowing and burning of .\pastures. 
Determining cost of developing.pa.sture$. 
Determining the kind and mixtures. of legumes for pasturesQ - ....... -
4o Number of farmers in service area.,, 
5. Number of farmers who did pa.sture improvement work. 
I ', • 
6. Cheek in th$appropriate column for each of 'the :pra¢tices listed for 
the .famers with pasture improvement" as' to whether t'hey all, pa.rt of 
them, or mone of th~m carried out the pra.etice the past year. 
1., Seed Bermuda grass 
2,. Plant coastal Bermuda 
Jo · Plant· midland . Bermuda 
4. Plaht greenfield Bermuda 
ALL PART NONE 
/ 5o ~lanted sm.a.11 gre.in.l and vetch 
for winter pastureso . 
6 .. Used sod drill to 'piant vetch 
arid grain in sodo . 
7.. Pla_nt rescue for· pasture .. 
80 Fertilize pastures_properlyo 
9.. Prepare seed bed for sprigging 
~Oo Use sprigging·machines .. 
llo Overseeded l3ermuda' with clo:vers o ____ _ 
12.. Use sudan for SlllDlller pastureo 
l3o Plant .lespedeza: for pas-tureo 
14~ Harve~t hay from pasture in 
additi~ .. to grazing.. · 
15~ trse ·alfalf'.a f'or grazing .. _ 
16.. Inoculate all. legume · seeds 
planted .f'or pasture .. 
170 Harvest clover seeds.from 
pastures-- after grazing .. 
18.. 'Fam ponds fenced- from live-
stocko 
19 o U'se rf/1.Seed:i,ng crimson clover 
~n the ~as ture mixture 0 
20. Use ladino and white dutch 
in--pasture ·mixture. 
2lo Use chemicals to control 
weeds .. 
22 .. Use chemicals to control 
brush .. 
23 .. Use dozier to remove brusho 
24., · Use other mechanical devices 
to remove brush.. · · 
25 .. Control, weeds by clipping~ 
26 .. Practice burning of pastures .. 
27 o Permanen.t · pastures renOva ted 
eve,ry three year~ .. 
280 Ha.ve an eleven months pasture 
sease>no 
290 Use proper stocking rate .. 
30 0 Haye yea.r round water supply 0 
31.o Farmers take a.dvanta:ge'. of · 
PMA payments on pasture .. 
67 
7 o Do you use Soil Conservation D,fstrict personnel to help teach pastures 
to all-day boys? '.l'o adult ela·sses? _____ _ 
,, 
8 ~· _ In what_ ways do you use tqeir servJe~~'? _ _,, ___________ _ 
' . . (, : ' . 
68 
1 1 ~io ~hat referenpes do you use for tea.ohing pastures.! ---------
lOo Do you ccn sider the teaching of pastures· ast 
Very importru;tt ------- Important ______ Unimportant ..... ---
llo Do rou take part. in County or Community pasture tours?,.._ _____ _ 
120 How ~ny adult or young fa.rm.er meetings have you held on pasture 
management· or development this year?----·-------
130 H~ many hours do you normally allow for teaching pasture management 
in Agrio I .---; .:~ri O II ________ , Agri O III._·-· --- Agri O rv_. __ ? 
140 Do you think you should increa.se these hours? ___ or decrease_? 
15. Do you enjpy teaching pastures? ____ _ 
i6o What aids do you consider to be most useful for teaching pastures? 
17,, Do you enter teams in the contests for land, p&1sture,.and r&cnge 
judging? ____ __.Ha.ve you entered teams in County: _______ _ 
District _________ sta.te. _____ or National contests _______ _ 
lS. Number of' boys who completed pasture improvement practices the 
past year o ------..-
19. What .f'aetors1 do you consider to be the hardest to overcome in 
developing a pasture program? ______ __,_ ____________ ___ 
69 
PASTURE'S QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SENIOR AGRICUL'J.'URE STUDENTS 
NAME ------------- SCHOOL _________ _,DATE:.__ ___ _ 
DIRECTIONS: Please write the word True or False for each of the 
s'blteme11ts below_. 
--
lo- Pastures are considered a farm enterprise. 
2., Bermuda grass is a good native grasso 
Jo Alfalfa is used chiefly as a pasture planto 
4. Abandoned land is very desirable for pasture land. 
5. An:unalunits are used to detemine the carrying capacity 
of a. pasture., 
'· 
6. Pastures seldom need attention to produce eco:hamical forageo 
7o All permanent pastures should be terraeedo 
8. Temporary pastures are used to fill in when permanent 
pastures are pooro 
9 o Perennial grasses are those of temporary nature tha:t 
require reseeding each seasono 
10,, Class I land makes poor pastureo 
lL Glass VII land is used for pasture because it is too poor 
for cropping. 
l2o land use is an important factor in determining the pasture 
siteo 
130 Class V is unfit for pasture due to wetness: 
140 Legumes are used in pastures to supply nitrogen to the 
grasses~ 
15. Too many legumes may crowd out the base grasseso 
16. Blue.stem grasses are the best improved grasses for southeast 
Oklahomao 
~.: i"-
17._ o · All pa.stures should~·have the same kinds of plants or com-
bine tions of plan ts~ 





















Bermuda grass makes good summer graz;t;ig. 
Coastal Bermuda can be established easier by seeding than 
by sprigging. 
Greenfield Bermuda. was developed at the Oklahoma State 
University Experiment Station. 
Mowing of pastures tends to control weeds and equalizes 
grazing- of the pasture. 
Most weeds in pastures can be controlled with chemicals. 
Fertilizers on pastures are a waste of time and money. 
-< 
----. Bottom lands produce the most dependable grazing at less 
---
cost per pound of gain. 
Upland sometimes coats more to establish in pasture than 
the original cost of the land. 
The farm pond should not be fenced so that livestock can 
get weter on all sides. 
Good pastures should never be used to harvest seed because 
of the loss of" pasturage at the time. 
Bloating is only a local problem and is not associated 
with the types of plants in the pasture .. . :, 
Bermuda grass is, a good year round pasture plant. 
Kentucky fesoue is a good legume'to grow. 
Grasses should be planted spout four inches deep • 
0-20-0 is a~ good complete fertilizer. 
10-20~10 contains the same amo:ttP-t of phosphate as super-
phosphate. 
Nitrogen fertilizers give best results if applied in the 
fall or earl~i spring~ 
Planting of one-halt to two pounds per acre of Indian 





DIRECTI.ONSi Fill in the blank spaces with the,,word which correctly 
completes the following statementsi ' 
lo Degum.es should always be------ bef'pre being plantedo 
2o The best .base grass for southeastern Oklahoma is .. ______ o 
3o The a.verage permanent pasture will. graze about----- monthso 
4o Well illlproved permanent. pastures may supply graz.ing --- monthso 
5o Vetch and small grains should be seeded in the months of -----
and _____ _ 
6., Legumes supply ----- in the ra.tion. 
7. A good summer legume for pasture is .---------· 
8., The movement of livestock from one grazing area to another in about 
equal periods of }:ilne is called -------
' 
9., F'.~ur grass type plants f'o:r winter grazing are ______ , ____ , 
______ 1 a.nd -------
10. Four ·good legume plants f'or winter grazing are -----' -----' 
_____ , and ___ ....,.. __ _ 
llo A good chemical to use to control weeds in pa.stures is 
12., A good chemica.l ti. use to c'.o.ntrol brush is ----------
13 o Korean lespedeza should be seeded at the rate of----- per acre 
and pli!nted: in thei months of---------
. < 
140 Harry vetch may be expected. to produce grazing from the month of' -.....--
to the month of -------" 
A complete .fertilizer supplies _________ for the plarits. 
'· 
Most legumes have a. high requirement ·ror ------- fertilizero 
17. Give a good pasture combine tion f'or the lilllestone soils=-----------
DIRECTIONS~ Draw a circle around the numbers of the TWO statements 
which are true in each following group~ 
L Two ways of supplying phosphati, to the land are i 
1. Apply two tons of lime per acreo 
2o Apply rook phosphate at the rate of 400 to 1000 lbso per acre,o 
3o Apply ammonium nitrate at 200 lbs. per acre. 
4o Apply superphospha.te at 150 lbso per acre. 
2o Legumes are plants whichg 
L Furnish nitrogen for use by base grasses. 
2o · They are good grasses to use., 
Jo Furnish plenty of protein for livestocko 
4. Help to maintain the acidity of the soiL 
3. The best pastures are foundi 
L On steep slopes so livestock will not bog., 
2o On Class V land. 
3. On land let lay out due to poor cropso 
4. o On Class I lando 
4o Lespedeza is a good pasture plant because g 
L It ,grows during the summero 
2o It is a desirable winter legume. 
3. It does well in heavy Bermudao 
4o It produces seed every year. 
5o Weecj.s can be controlled byg 
lo Mowing in earlv spring. 
2. Use of chemica.ls in Tote falL 
3o Mowing during summer months. 
4., Controlled grazingo 
6. Pastures ca.n be improved byg 
L Overseeding Bermuda grass with a legume. 
2o Grazlng plants to within two inches of the ground. 
3. Renovating sods every three yearso 
4o Burning off the dead grass and weeds each year. 







) : 8 .. In ~stablishing_pastures it is best to: 
/ 
lo Prepare a: good loose seed bed for pla.nting. 
2. G:raze lightly :the first ye~fro . 
,3., lnoeulate the·. legume seed •. 
4!. ~rn. all le~:y:es and. grass residue before seedbed preparation., 
9., Cool sea·son grasses are g 
,, 
lo Broom.sedge 
2. Scribner panieum 
J,.. ·'Western wheat grass 
4 .. Buffalo grass 
lOo The tall grasses are: 
L Swi tel\ grass 
2o Silver bluestem 
3., Big blues.tam 
4. Sand dropseed 
· llo Prc,perly grazed pastures will be, indicated by: 
1., Ora.zed to a: un:f,.form height or forages of about 6 inches • 
. 2., '·All forage plants grazed to about 2 inches in' height., . 
3., S.ome areas grazeq. to 1 foot height and others of 3 inch height. 




DIREQ',I'IONS: 'l'h9se who h~ve pastures fill in the blanks below: 
Do you have pasture on your farm? If so, how many acres do 
y9u have on ye>~r home farm'? _ Number of acres iri woods __ _ 
Number of acres owned Number of acres of pasture rented 
L Permanent pastureso Number of acres ----
Circle each of the kinds of plants used inJermanent pastures. 
Mixed native grasses, woods grasses, Bermuda, King Ranch, Fescue, 
mixed clovers. Name others -----~~-~~-
2o Tempora.ry pastures. Number of acres ----
Check each of the kinds of plants used and give acres of each, if possible 
Suda.n grass~, oats_, wheat_, rye ___ , barley ___ , 
rye grass ----· Name others-------------------
J. Bermuda. base pastures. Number of acres ----
Number of acres and the kinds of Bermuda grass used. 
Common ___ , Coastal ____ , Midland ------' Greenfield ____ _ 
4. Circle each of the legumes used in your pasture program. 
Hop clover, lespedeza, Serecia, Burr clover, Black Meqic, Crimson 
Clover, Button Clover, Alfalfa, Sweet clover, Vetch, Austrian Winter 
Peas·o Name others ~--~-------~------------~ 
· 5. Check the following grazing practices used on your fa-rm. 
Continuous grazing , move cattle from one pasture to next to 
give the grass a rest , keep ca.ttle off of pasture until 
the grass is 4 inches high or more • 
6. Circle the months that you do not have plenty of pasture: Jan., Feb., 
Mar .. , April, May, June, July, Augo, Sept., Octo, Nov., Dec. 
7. What pasture plants do you have for winter pasture? ________ _ 
8. Number of acres of pasture normally mowed for weed dontroL 
) 
75 
9 o ' Number~ o( acres of pas.:ture chemicals vere used on for weed control _o 
lOo Dtcl_you use .fertilil11E3Tf)I on your pasttt;"e~ the past year?_. ------
11. C.peck the fertili:aers used on your past~s and give the rate pe;r 
aere, if possible, in the following blankspaees: 
5-10-5 _____ , 10-20-10 _______ , Superphosphate ____ , 
Limestone _____ , Sodium Ni tra.te -----' Ammonium Nitrate ___ , 
Ma.nure -----· List others --------------
l2o Do you have a soils analysis run on your pasture_ land? ----
130 Does your farm use the Soil ConsElrvation Reserve or the Soil Banlc 
progra~'~ .. ----------
t40 How many acres of pasture are all~wed per. cow and calf on your farm?,____ 
15. Do you .he.ve pasture impro"YJ3ment ,included, in your Supervised-·Practice 
·.· program as an improvement project?_. _____ _ 
16. Do you consider pasture as an enterprise on. your £a.rm the same as 
cotton; corn, grain sorghum,' etch'.? ____ - ____ _ 
170 Check the condition you consider fits the pa.sture on your home farmo 
Focc.ellent ---· , Go,od' ___ , Avera.ge ____ , Belovr avera.ge _____ 
18~ Check ·the anitt.ler vhich more nearly fits the beef' production on your 
50 lbs. per· acre ____ , 51 to, 100 lbs o per acre _. ·__ , 
' \ 
101 lbso or more per acre-----
190: Nmn:ber of head Qi' beef cows 2 'years old or over ___ • Number under 
1 year old'-----
20. Ntmtbert or producing dairy eqws · --- Num~el! of young dairy sto.ek _ 
21. , Pounds of milk produced dai.ly at the present time. · ·e .The ---.-.; 
greatest number of pounds of milk produced da.ily ·this year ____ o 
Give the months the greatest production wa.s made. 
APPENDIX C 
SUGGESTED LIST OF REFERENCES FOR Pl\STURE IMPROVEMENT 
Cates, Frank Co • Grasses in Kansas._ Report of Kansas State Board of 
. Agriculture, "Topeka, Kansas 1 1936. 
Combs, Joseph Fo, Qroying.Pastures in the South. University of North 
Carolina Press /'Chapel Hill, North Carolina. 
Donohue, Roy L.and L. I. Jones. The RaNge and Pasture Booko Engle-
wood Cliffs, New Jersey; Prentice,-Ha11, Inc. 19560 
King, Georg~ H. Pastures for the South. 





Lancaster 9 Robert R., Bailey James, and Roland RuaJ:lell Harris. Pastures. 
A tlants, Georgia g Turner E. Smith and Company. 
MoVickar, Malcolm H? Using Commercial Fertilizer. Danville, Illinoisg 
'The Inter$tate Printers and Publishers. 1952. 
Staten, Hi W. Grasses and Grassland Farming~ New York: The Devin-
Adair Company. 1952. 
Thompson, W. Ro 
Service Co. 
The Pasture Book. 
1952. 
Birtningham, Alabama; Military 
U.S.D.A. Yearbook of Agriculture. Grass. United States Department of 
Agriculture. Washington 25, D.C. 19480 
U.S.D.A. Yearbook of Agriculture. U.S.D.A. Printing Office, Washington, 
D. C. 1950-51. 
U.S.D.A. Yearbook of Agriculture. Soil. U.S.D.A. Printing Office, Wash-
ington, D.C. 1957. 
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